
Product Discovery
From fighting fires to lighting fireworks



About me
• Certified CSP-PO, CSP- SM, PMC-IV

• Currently employed at Thomson Reuters as Product Director 

within Digital Journeys

• Previous roles:

• Product Development Manager, virtuwell

• Product Manager, Sansoro Health (now Datica)

• Lead Business Analyst, Medtronic

• Digital Program Supervisor, Polaris

And yes... I am 8 months pregnant J with our second kiddo 



What are we going to cover?

• What is product discovery?
• Why should we care about it?

• Dual-track development
• What is it
• How do you do it?

• Investments
• Research
• Analytics



Product Discovery

Activities that validate we are building the right thing with an 
emphasis on learning



First, let’s admit we are part of the 
problem
• We can be over-confident 
• Humans are amazing at finding information 

that already confirms their established biases 



Where did we go so wrong?

1. We only looked internally for validation, feedback on our 
solution

2. We didn’t have proper analytics in our applications to tell us 
real-world quantitative data

3. We didn’t truly understand what problem we were solving for 
our customers



So what will stop the fires?

• “Opinions, although interesting, are irrelevant” Pragmatic Institute

• Change the conversation to become fact based

• Develop an outside - in approach to your process
• Discover what you don’t know with a few
• Validate what you discover 



Dual - Track Development

• Discovery - we have a right to discover what is the right product/feature
• Delivery - we have a right to build that in the right way



Dual – Track Development

Discovery Delivery
• Goal is learning
• Teams work quickly, many learning cycles 

within a 2-week sprint
• Ideas should be frequently killed
• Discovery feeds delivery

• Goal is quality and predictability
• Teams are focused on putting software 

into production that has, quality, 
scalability, performance, localization, and 
lots of other concerns are important.



Dual Track Product Development

Source: https://uxpa.org/sites/default/files/agile-ucd_0.pdf

Discovery Team 



Dual-Track Development at Thomson Reuters

Discovery 
Team Discover what is the right thing to build 

(for our business and for our customers).

Delivery 
Team Deliver the solution the right way.

Journey Team



What goes into good discovery?
• Customer journey map à must be grounded in research 

with real customers NOT marketing/internal minds getting 
together in a conference room for a day

• Empathy Map
• Customer Personas (again – grounded in research) 
• User

• Build for your users
• Buyer

• Market to your buyers



How to use user research
Research Type What is it? What should it help? When do you use it?

Interviews Customer interviews facilitated by 
an experience, non-biased 
interviewer

Gain direct and exploratory insight 
from customers about who they 
are & their problems

Typically towards the beginning of 
things, checking in on your personas, 
empathy maps, etc. Very helpful to 
dive into what is the ”real problem”

Online surveys Asking a large volume of 
customers a standard set of 
questions via online

Feedback (potentially in moment) 
on experience, satisfaction, etc.

In production like environments and 
post-purchase, etc. 

Contextual inquiry
(NIHTO)

Field study in which the 
researcher observes people in 
their natural environment and 
studies them as they go about 
their everyday tasks

Inform on current or proposed 
designs, what is working, where 
do they stumble, are we solving 
their ”real problem”

Most helpful in the midst of 
designing/debating experiences or 
prior to full investment in solution 
direction

UX research Studies like card-sorts, prototype 
reviews, etc.

Inform on proposed designs, what 
works, where are stumbling 
blocks, where do we need to go 
deeper

Most helpful in the midst of 
designing/debating experiences or 
prior to full investment in solution 
direction

Competitive Analysis Review of competitive landscape 
with as many angles on the 
experience as possible 
(marketing, sales, product, etc.)

Your customers are comparing, 
you should be too. Is there 
something competitors are doing 
that you should adopt?

Throughout, but most helpful 
towards the beginning of exploring 
an idea and then routinely to keep 
up to date



Market vs. Customer

*Pragmatic Institute 

Potentials:

People who aren’t 
raising their hand

May not even know they 
have a problem

Customers: People who 
have already purchased 
a solution

Evaluators: People who 
are actively looking for a 
solution

Our Customers

Competitors 
customers



Discussion Activity

• From what group do you get most of your feedback from today?

• What might you be missing?



Using Analytics
“Product analytics show you who your users are, what they want, and how to keep them”



Analytics Checklist
qProduct is tagged with basic user functions
qBaselines have been set in order to highlight anomalies or set 

target goals
qReports are reviewed on a regular (weekly, monthly) basis
qData is accessible and usable by those who need to make 

decisions
qReports/analytics available for how users get to your product, 

learn about it, or purchase it



One more story: Thomson Reuters
Business request for a comparison charts

When looking at the data, we found most folks
Weren’t even getting to the main content

A comparison chart, wouldn’t immediately solve 
the problem – we are too image heavy



Summary
In order to stop fighting fires and start making fireworks we have to:
• Focus on building the RIGHT thing
• Use data to make decisions and change the conversation 



Sources
• https://www.ebgconsulting.com/
• https://www.jpattonassociates.com/dual-track-development/
• https://www.pragmaticmarketing.com/framework

https://www.ebgconsulting.com/
https://www.jpattonassociates.com/dual-track-development/
https://www.pragmaticmarketing.com/framework

